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SLAs: ARE ORACLE
AND SAP LETTING
YOU DOWN?

SLAs are vital to ensuring you get the support that 
your organisation needs, but are you getting what 
you pay for with Oracle and SAP?



We think you are getting a 
raw deal on SLAs
In everyday life, you may find yourself queuing to pay 
for your shopping at the supermarket for more than 10 
minutes. Frustrated, you may wonder why the supermarket 
doesn’t have more staff to reduce the queuing time. 

You have an expectation here, but the 
provider (the supermarket), either doesn’t 
share the same expectations as you or 
isn’t aware that they are not meeting your 
expectations at all. This expectation gap 
causes frustration for you and potential lost 
sales for them.

This informality is the chief cause of the 
expectation gap. If there has been no 
formal agreement of expectations between 
two parties, then an expectation gap  
will inevitably occur which causes friction 
and frustration.

This is where SLAs come in
Service level agreements (SLAs) are often 
used between two separate organisations 
- or between two divisions within the 
same organisation – to mutually agree on 
how those two parties will work together. 
This will usually also include service level 
management, which is how both parties 
measure performance and set out the 
penalties for when SLAs are broken. 

The way SLAs are built means that they are 
effective at objectively evaluating whether 
a service is delivering on expectations, 
meaning everyone involved feels fairly 
treated. Without them, you only rely on 
extremely subjective criteria like gut feelings, 
outliers, or your most recent interactions – all 
of which could be misrepresentative.  

SLAs are essential then because they set the 
expectations between two groups and help 
build trust and security.

But SLAs are often 
misrepresented and  
poorly implemented
Many organisations de-value the 
importance of an SLA or ignore them 
completely, only to question why their 
supplier/customer relationships are so 
negative or time-consuming.

This is especially true when it comes to 
service agreements with large organisations 
dealing with complicated and essential 
systems like your ERP tools. We hear many 
complaints about Oracle and SAP’s 
approach to support, which is one of the 
reasons why we are in business!

This whitepaper aims to demystify the SLA 
and set out best practice for your ERP 
support:

• We go in-depth into Oracle and SAP 
Support’s SLAs and why you deserve 
better

• We then break down what SLAs are and 
the most effective ways to employ SLAs

• Finally, we explain how Support 
Revolution deals with SLAs and why 
we think our approach ensures better 
service
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Note that  
Oracle only has 
response SLAs,  
not resolution!
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What SLA’s do Oracle  
and SAP offer? 
The software offerings by Oracle and SAP are very much 
the gold standard of the ERP world, and you could easily 
assume that the SLA’s of their support agreements would 
be of similar quality. But as we’ll reveal below, this is very 
far from the case. 

But let’s dig a little deeper into Oracle and SAP’s SLAs:

At first glance both Oracle and SAP’s SLAs appear to offer quite good  
support terms. But as we’ll go on to show you, these SLAs are not as  
good as they seem.

ORACLE PRIORITY SUPPORT

Severity Response Time Goal (90%)

1 1 hour (available 24x7)

2 2.5 local business hours

3 Next business day

4 Next business day

SAP ENTERPRISE SUPPORT

Priority Initial Response Time Resolution Time

1 1 hour (available 24x7) 4 hours

2 4 local business hours N/A

3 N/A N/A

4 N/A N/A
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Oracle’s “maybe we will, 
maybe we won’t” SLA

Oracle only have SLAs for 
response times 

The figures above only offer response 
time goals and not resolution times, 
even though they appear in a section 
of Oracle’s priority support datasheet 
headlined “Faster Problem Resolution”.

Oracle only set ‘goals’
It’s also important to understand that 
these are simply “goals” and that 
Oracle does not offer any contractually 
guaranteed incident response or 
resolution time. Each mention of 
“Response time” or “Resolution time” 
in “Oracle Software Technical Support 
Policies” document is accompanied by 
the disclaimer “Oracle’s failure to adhere 
to the times stated will not constitute a 
breach by Oracle.”

Oracle don’t report on their 
performance

Not only that, but Oracle does not even 
bother to provide reporting on their 
adherence to these SLAs, it is entirely 
self-service. This means that you need to 
manually download and analyse your 
data to spot a problem with response 
times, and even if you do spot an issue, 
Oracle have no reason to do anything 
about it. To summarise, Oracle have set 
‘goals’ to respond to your incidents, goals 
that they can’t be held accountable for, 
and the goal is just to respond to your 
incident – not solve it!

SAP’s “do it yourself” SLA

DIY incident resolutions
SAP, unlike Oracle, do offer a 
“guarantee” regarding incident 
resolution, but as usual it’s worth looking 
at the detail of what exactly they are 
promising. This is because SAP defines 
resolving your problem as “SAP shall 
provide a solution, workaround or action 
plan for resolution”. This means that SAP 
can meet their SLA by providing a plan 
to you for fixing the incident yourself, 
often the equivalent of your employees 
just ‘Googling’ the problem.

Questionable compensation
Unlike Oracle, SAP do actually offer 
compensation by way of Service Level 
Credits if they fail to deliver on their 
SLA’s. But it’s a fairly miserly 0.25% of the 
next quarter’s fees for SLA’s missed, and 
only applies over a 95% SLA threshold 
and is capped at a maximum of 5% 
of fees. Oh, and if you’re on standard 
support there is no compensation… 
That’s a lot of ‘ifs’ and ‘buts’ considering 
they missed their targets!

DIY reporting
But good luck finding out whether you 
are owed anything in the first place, 
because like Oracle, SAP make you 
do the SLA reporting yourself. Just go 
to their self-service portal to download 
the data, put it into a workable 
format, then argue with your account 
manager over what constitutes a 
breach of SLA. We’re sure you have 
time for that.

We hope we’ve convinced you that both Oracle and SAP’s approach to SLAs needs 
improvement. But how? And what would a good support service SLA look like? The 
rest of this white paper outlines what we think a good SLA is and how we’ve built a 
superior service for you.
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So, what makes  
a good SLA?
Let’s start by explaining a bad SLA. A “bad” SLA is one  
that appears to offer what the service recipient (you) 
requires, but actually doesn’t. 

An example of this was SAP’s SLA metric on 
resolving incidents that we just covered:

For resolving priority one incidents; SAP’s 
Enterprise Support has an SLA of four hours, 
but if you drill down into the detail of the 
support agreement you find that “resolving” 
in SAP terms means providing a solution, a 
workaround, or an action plan. So SAP can 
meet their SLA by simply providing a plan to 
the service recipient and not actually fixing 
the problem.

Hardly what you would expect given the 
SLAs wording, or how much you pay SAP  
for support.

Key components of an SLA
So let’s build an SLA from scratch, what 
should a good SLA include?

• Exact services being provided 
This helps eliminate any potential 
communication mishaps or confusion. By 
listing the exact services to be provided, 
both yours and the service provider’s 
expectations will be aligned, and there 
will be no misunderstandings of what is 
owed.

• Responsibilities of both parties 
You should know what to expect from 
the service provider, and vice-versa. This 
relates to the levels of service you should 
expect, and where a service providers 
responsibility starts and ends for you.

• Service performance levels 
These are the performance metrics 
that should be measured to ensure 
that both parties are happy with the 
performance of the service. Both 
parties should list all the relevant 
metrics to measure what the service 
provider has accomplished and 
define the performance levels that 
are expected for each metric (we’ll 
cover what metrics you should look 
at in a moment).

• Service tracking and reporting 
You should be provided with a full 
report on a monthly basis with a 
detailed audit trail of all incidents 
raised and the service providers 
performance against the SLA, plus 
the ability to check on the supplier’s 
performance at any time within the 
month through self-service tools.

• Dispute handling procedures  
These procedures will let you 
know what to do if there is any 
disagreement regarding the 
provision of the service, plus what 
the escalation procedures are if 
issues are unresolved or if you are 
unhappy for any reason.



METRICS – THE SECRET SAUCE  
OF GREAT SLAS

To be able to report on a service provider’s  
performance it is essential for the SLA to contain  
agreed performance metrics.

Metrics define how to measure the 
individual aspects of the service 
delivery. Care should be taken when 
selecting these metrics to ensure that 
they incorporate best practices and 
deliver those requirements that will 
maintain service performance and 
avoid additional costs.

But what metrics are the most effective? 
Based on our own experience in the IT 
industry, we believe that the two key 
metrics to include and agree on are:

Time to First Response
Time to First Response is the time it takes 
from the moment you make a request 
to the time a service desk agent “picks 
up” the incident and begins to read it. 
The act of opening the incident should 
place it in a workflow status equivalent 
of “In Progress.” In other words, the 
service desk agent should understand 
that once they open the incident, the 
customer is notified and the clock is 
ticking.

Time to Resolution
What you really want is for your issue to 
be resolved in the most efficient manner 
possible. A high performing service 
desk should measure Time to Resolution, 
which is the total time it takes to resolve 
an issue. Take care here to define what 
a ‘resolution’ actually is and not be 
tricked by poor (but fast) service.

Tips for selecting  
additional metrics

1 Choose measurements that motivate 
the right behaviour.

2 Ensure that metrics reflect factors that 
are within the service provider’s control.

3  Choose measurements that can be 
easily or automatically collected. 
Automatically captured SLA metrics will 
be much more accurate than manually 
collected data.

4  Focus on and prioritise factors that most 
affect your business. Trying to control 
too many factors will distract from what 
is important.
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These different priorities normally 
have different response and 
resolution SLA metrics.

With priority-based measurement, 
you may be asked to justify incidents 
that are raised with high and very 
high priorities. Typical justification 
questions include: 

• Is the production system down?

• Are there upcoming deadlines 
that could be affected by the 
issue and consequences if  
they are not met?

• Is the situation deteriorating?

• What is the anticipated financial 
loss due to the issue?

Metrics – diving a little deeper
Incidents should be assigned a Priority so that both you and the 
supplier know which ones are the most important and most urgent. 
This allows the supplier to prioritise their work accordingly and 
makes sure the issues that matter most are dealt with first. 

An example of a priority determination matrix is:
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Priority Target Response Time Target Resolution Time

1 15 minutes 2 hours

2 1 hour 4 hours

3 4 hours 3 days

4 8 hours 5 days

5 3 days 10 days

Priority Target Response Time Target Resolution Time

1 Very High •  A productive system is completely down.

•   The imminent system go-live or upgrade of a production system  
can’t be completed.

•   The service recipient’s core business processes are seriously affected.

2 High •  Normal business processes are seriously affected

•  Multiple users unable to access essential data

3 Medium •  Incorrect or inoperable system functionality 

•  Small effect on normal business processes

4 Low •  Incorrect or inoperable system functions that are rarely used

•  Little effect on normal business processes

5 Very Low •  No effect on business processes

An example of incident priorities and the resultant SLA metrics
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Many SLAs have  
shoddy reporting
You’ve agreed your metrics, you’ve signed the contract, 
and now you’re working together. But something isn’t right. 

Many people make the assumption that 
the “blue chip” service providers will offer 
excellent reporting on the delivery of their 
services, but this is far from the truth. 

The two largest ERP providers, SAP and 
Oracle, both have a “self-service” attitude 
to SLA reporting, making data available to 
download from the SAP or Oracle websites, 
but only at a detail level. This means that 
you must calculate any statistics on service 
delivery yourself, which normally means 
time-consuming loading of data into 
spreadsheets. 

Both SAP and Oracle rely on you to inform 
them of any issues or of failure to deliver  
on SLA’s.

What SLA reporting  
should be
• Automatic data recording: For you to 

have confidence in the reporting of 
performance against SLA metrics, it 
is essential that the service provider 
uses software that accurately and 
automatically records all actions taken 
in supporting you. This is because 
manual recording of actions taken, 
via spreadsheets or by analysing email 
chains, is prone to human error.

• Record everything relevant in one 
system: All actions taken in relation to 
incidents or requests must be recorded 
in this software to enable accurate 
reporting of performance against the 
SLA metrics. Anything that falls outside 
of this can’t be reported on.

• Regular reporting intervals: You must 
agree on the frequency by which the 
performance against the SLA metrics 
will be reviewed. For example, monthly 
or quarterly. But this should be based 
on how often such reporting is useful. 
The frequency may change over time 
based on how long the agreement has 
been running, or whether either party 
anticipates changes in circumstances. 
For example, many organisations have 
more regular review meetings at the 
start of an agreement as there is often 
more ‘bedding in’ issues that need 
to be resolved and monitored at this 
time. After a while though, both parties 
usually agree to space these meetings 
out further as there are less fluctuation 
and discussion points.

• An agreed reporting format: The 
reporting format must be clearly 
agreed. This should include monthly 
reports showing performance against 
the SLA delivered on or before a set 
date in the month.  There may need to 
be weekly calls during the early days 
of the service as the customer and 
supplier learn to work together. There 
should then be regular monthly or 
quarterly reviews of the service reports 
to make sure the supplier is performing 
as expected and that the customer is 
receiving the service they deserve.
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The Support Revolution 
approach to SLA’s 
We like to think we’ve taken our own advice when 
crafting our service level agreement. We pride 
ourselves on providing top-tier support, and we prove 
it daily with our rigorous SLAs.

Here is what you can expect from 
Support Revolution:

Efficient response and 
resolution times
Unlike Oracle and SAP, we have 
clearly defined response and 
resolution times for each incident 
priority. And when we say resolution, 
we mean resolution. We don’t provide 
action plans or workarounds – we 
solve the problem for you. 

Each incident raised is allocated 
an Impact (High, Medium or Low) 
and an Urgency (High, Medium or 
Low).  These priorities are agreed with 
the person raising the issue with the 
Service Provider Service Desk Team.  

We have successfully resolved over 
99.8% of incidents within their SLA 
targets over the last 12 months, which 
is much higher than the industry 
norm. Hitting over 98% of our SLA 
targets is a key performance indicator 
(KPI) set by the Support Revolution 
Board to measure the quality and 
success of the service we deliver. 

Priority Target Response Time Target Resolution Time

1 15 minutes 2 hours

2 1 hour 4 hours

3 4 hours 3 days

4 8 hours 5 days

5 3 days 10 days

Impact Urgency Priority

High HIgh 1

High Medium 2

Medium High 2

Medium Medium 3

Medium Low 4

Low Medium 4

Low Low 5

Support Revolution Response and Resolution Times

Support Revolution Priority Matrix
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Transparent, automatic  
and useful reporting
Our SLAs are embedded within our Remedyforce 
Service Desk system and used by it to automatically 
assess our performance in real-time.

Our Remedyforce system includes a service 
management dashboard that customers can 
access at any time to get a clear understanding 
of our performance on any incident.

But we don’t just rely on self-service reporting, 
with us you get:

• Monthly/Quarterly meetings with your 
dedicated account manager to discuss the 
overall satisfaction and health of your account 
and any actions to maintain/improve it

• Monthly/Quarterly meetings with your service 
delivery manager to discuss the previous 
period’s incidents, any outstanding issues and 
any next steps

• Weekly support call with your support team to 
go through open tickets and next steps

Real service  
level management
Unlike Oracle and SAP who provide little to 
no recompense for missing their SLAs, we 
believe in our targets and our promise to 
you to fulfil them. 

Because of this, we provide service credits 
if we fail to hit our stringent support targets, 
although we’re proud to say that we are 
yet to issue a single credit to any of our 
customers because of missed targets. 
But, if we ever did miss our SLA, Support 
Revolution provides a credit of up to 16%  
of the monthly fee.

100

12 month Average 99.81% SLA

Support Revolution SLA Compliance by Month
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WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
Support Revolution believes that organisations are 
being held hostage by Oracle and SAP; paying 
too much for software support & maintenance  
and being forced into unwanted upgrades.

Our mission is to cut our customer’s Oracle & SAP maintenance costs in 
half, whilst providing a better quality of service and freeing them from the 
mandatory upgrade cycle. Our customers are able to redeploy funds  
from maintenance to innovation - investing in their own future.

Before us, customers were locked into expensive vendor maintenance 
contracts providing basic software support. Customers were regularly forced 
to change their IT strategy because of forced upgrades and urgent security 
updates. Now, customers have a choice.



European Headquarters 
Support Revolution 40 Bank Street, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5NR,  
Tel: +44 (0) 330 123 3226  
Email: enquiries@supportrevolution.com 

BE IN CONTROL OF  
YOUR OWN IT STRATEGY  
AND ROADMAP
We understand that you may have many 
more questions than this white paper has 
answered that are specific  
to your business and situation. 

Our advisors are available to talk on  
+44 (0) 330 123 3226 or you can click 
here to use our free calculator to see 
how much you could save by moving 
to 3rd party support.

Use the link below to use our  
free savings calculator:
https://www2.supportrevolution.com/savings
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